INTRODUCTION
Our concern in this paper is with the ordinary (complex number) character theory of solvable groups. If the lengths of some of the earlier papers on this subject [ l-3,8] are a reliable indication, this is a surprisingly complicated and nontrivial theory. Nevertheless, some of the important results are considerably less deep than one would be led to believe by the number of pages involved.
This paper contains no new theorems and few new ideas. It is addressed to the reader who, while familiar with character theory, has not mastered the literature on characters of solvable groups. Its purpose is to give such a reader a feeling for the subject and to provide him with accessible proofs for a few of the main results.
Although we certainly do not attempt to prove the strongest or most general results possible (or known), nevertheless, the paper does contain a few items which have application outside of solvable groups. In particular, we have included (in Section 4) a brief exposition of tensor induction. Although our main result could have been proved using an ad hoc argument in place of this general technique, the author is now convinced (after considerable initial resistance) that tensor induction is valuable and deserves further exposure.
Naturally, a key idea in the study of characters of solvable groups is to consider the relationships between characters and chief sections. In particular, suppose that K/L. is an abelian chief section of G and let ~9 E Irr(K) be invariant in G. Then according to the "going down" theorem (Theorem 6.18 of [9] ), one of the following must occur: It is case (c) which is most difficult (and interest.ing),and to which most of our attention will be directed. In this case, we have the following: Actually, quite a bit more cth be said in the situation of Theorem A. For instance, if IK/L I is odd, one cm. .list %&her propertk (e), (d),... such thet H will:& unique sp rs' conju@cy and 1~' will be unique. Jurthermore, if 1 K/L I is odd, one need not assume that it is, chief; it a&i= .for it to be abelian. Also, G need not be solvable in this case. The psoofsc of :tke bertions cm&de tb : bulk of I@, &].
If K/L is a tgroup~ in~'i%eorem A, no uniqueness result Ear the map R is possible. The first published proof of a result which inohtdes this cese is in I%. C. Dade's paper [3] although he had obtained results of this nature much earlier in his ,mimeogfaphed notes [ 11. Theorem A is not q&e strong enough for the applications we have in mind, and so we wish to weaken the-hypothesis that K/L' is chief:
DEP~ON.
Let L, K 9 G ,wlth L C K and K/L abelian. We say that K/L is a strong section of G if there exists N el G such that the group S z N/C,(K/L) of automorphisms of K/L induced by N satisfies
Note that K/L is strong in.0 X it is strong in GIL. Alao, if G iss&able and K/L is a noncentral chii fector, then K/k is Mcess&y strong. To'see this, let C = C,(K/L) < G rind choose N so that.N/C is a chief fkc&x.of G. It is then routine to check that S = N/C satisfies the conditions. As a consequence, we me that the n&t maalt, which is the mslintheorem OE this paper, indudes~ A ewi.speciel cese. The following is essentially Theorem 5.10 of [3] . THEOREM B. Assume that K/L is a strong section of G. Let 8 E Irr(K) be invariant in G and suppose 9, = e9, where e2 = 1K : L ) and 9 E Irr(L). Then there exists H E G and a buection n: Irr(H 19) + Irr(G 18) such that (a) KH=G and KnH=L, (b) r"(l) = W)for tE WHI 9).
As was indicated earlier, the case where IK/L ] is even poses special difficulties. One purpose of this paper, beyond that of the exposition of known results, is to present a significant simplification of Dade's proof for this case. Since K/L is strong, we have a certain group S z N/C,(K/L) which we consider. Our simplification exploits the fact that S is solvable. In fact, the theorem would remain true if the assumption that S is solvable were dropped from the definition of a strong section. This is so because if ] K/L I is odd, other techniques are available to prove the result (for instance [8] The observation that the solvability of S could be used to simplify the argument in [3] was made by the author and independently by R. B. Howlett. (Howlett's version [7] includes what is essentially the hard part of the proof of Theorem B.)
This paper grew out of a series of lectures I gave at the University of Warwick, England, in the spring of 1977, and I will take this opportunity to thank the Mathematics Institute there for their hospitality. Thanks are also due to R. B. Howlett for giving me a preliminary version of his paper (which has influenced the final form of this work) and to E. C. Dade and T. R. Berger whose letters and conservations (respectively) were invaluable.
APPLICATIONS
Although it may be somewhat unorthodox to present applications of a theory before discussing the theory itself, it seems appropriate to do so in this case. Theorem B and its proof are rather technical, and the reader may need to be convinced that they are of any value. It is hoped that the two theorems below will provide the necessary motivation. THEOREM 2.1. Let A act on G and assume that G is solvable and that (I A I, ( G() = 1. Then the number of A-invariant irreducible characters of G is equal to the total number of irreducible characters of C,(A). ProoJ Note that all conjugates of 19 under G are A-invariant. Let g E G and write M= (N, g) so that M/N is abelian and M is A-invariant. If x is a constituent of BG, then xM is a sum of irreducible characters, each of which is an irreducible constituent of some (B")M for x E G. By Lemma 2.5, we see that each such character w is A-invariant and so w( g") = v(g) for a EA. Since this holds for all irreducible constituents of xM, we conclude that XW) =x(g). s ince g E G was arbitrary, we see that x is A-invariant as desired. i Combining these equations yields the result. 1
Write V= LC. We may clearly assume L E V < G and we fix A-invariant K a G such that K/L is a chief factor of the semidirect product GA.
Step 4. KV=G and KnV=L. Pmi$ Since C acts on IrrJK tq)-(a}, we 8ee that 8 is invariant underKC=G and thus isinvariant in GA. By step 1 we have 6,=q for some integer e and since K/L is chief in GA, the ."going dolvn" theormn ((6.18) of 191) yields that either e= 1 or e'= tR: : Lt. If e = 1, then tirr(G t @)I 3: IIrr(F't cp] byLemmaQ.7. However; Irr(G 10) = Irr,(G If?) and Irr(V 1 (p) = IrrA(V 1 cp) by Corollary 26. Thexesult thus follows in this case and we may assume e* = Ik: : L 1. i
Step 7. ' We may assume that K{L is strong in G and K/L has a unique conjugacy class of complements iu G/L. Proof.
Let 19 be any irreducible constituent ofxv and let T = IJO). Since x has Y-degree, we see that T has al-index and thus T8 1 P for some g E G.
Replacing 8 by e8 and T by T8, we may assume that 13 E Irr,(M) as desired.
If also 8' E Irr,(M) is a constituent of x~, then 0' = 8" for some x E G and hence Px s Zo(6"). Since also P cZo(&),
we have Pxf = P for some t E Z,&Y). Then xt E No(P) and BXf = (0')' = 8'. I Proof of Theorem 2.9. Most of this proof is essentially identical to the proof of Theorem 2.8 and so we shall provide only a sketch, emphasizing the differences from the previous argument.
The proof is by induction on I G : L I. We reduce to the case that q is invariant in G using T = I&).
To prove that IIrr"(T I q)l = IIrr"(G I cp)l, observe that T has $-index since P E T.
Suppose L < K Q G. Then N acts on Irr,(K I p) and we let 9 be a set of orbit representatives. If KN s X c G, we have the disjoint union Irr"(X 19) = u Irr"(X I e). BE9 (2.2) The proof of this runs parallel to that of (2.1) in Theorem 2.8, except that Lemma 2.10 is used in place of Corollary 2.4.
Using the inductive hypothesis and two applications of (2.2) we obtain I IWG I PII = I Irr"WN I dl and thus if KN < G, the inductive hypothesis yields the result. We thus assume that KN = G whenever L < K 4 G. Let V= LN and assume V < G. Then L < G and we may take K/L to be a chief factor of G. Then KV = G and K n V= L. Also, by the Frattini argument, V = N, (PL) and thus C,,=(P) = 1. Lemma 2.5 then yields that Irr,(K) = {0} for some 8. By (2.2) we have The purpose of this section is to present a result which will allow us to assume that .cp( 1) = l in t& proof of Theorem B, The etandwd t@miq~ for this type of reduction is touse the theory of p@ective representations, which we find more convenient toapply indirectly. We will state a purely character theoretic result which is proved using projective representations. Appeal to this theorem eliminates the need for explicit use of projective representations in this paper and in many other applications. (The result in question appears as Theorem 11.28 of [9] and so we will not prove it here.)
We need some definitions. We say that (G, N, 0) is a character triple if N Q G and 8 E &r(N) is invariant in G. With an appropriate definition of "isomorphbm"
(given below), we have Note that both the hypotheses and the conclusions of Theorem B are invariant under character triple isomorphisms (G, L, cp) z (G*, L*, cp*) and thus by Theorem 3.1 it is no loss to assume that L E Z(G) and Q, is faithful (so that L is cyclic).
TENSOR INDUCTION
Let HE G and let F be an arbitrary field. If we are given an F[H]-module W, then the familiar process of induction yields the F[G]-module p. In this section we give an exposition of "tensor induction" which is another, less well known, method for constructing an F[G]-module from W. The resulting module is denoted W=.
The construction of Ww was given in 1967 by E. C. Dade (see pp. 180 and 18 1 of [ 11) and was independently discovered by A. Dress [4] To construct W@', choose a set T of representatives for the right cosets of H in G. For t E T and g E G, we write t . g E T to denote the representative Now let {IV, 1 f E T} be a collection of F-spaces, each isomorphic to W, and let R,: W-, W, be a &cd F&norphism. Write where we are assuming some fixed 'but arbitrary total order on T md the tensor product is over F. In orden to make W@ into a G-module, we defme an action of g E G on the pure tensors @ w, for w, E Wt. The action will be well defImed because it is linear in each wt. (Note that we have suppressed the subscripts t . 8-l on 11-l and t on z) Since wt.,dl E W and (t -g-l)gt-' E H, we have ~~.~-,rr-'(t. g-')gt-' E W and (4.1) makes sense. It is routine to check that ((a~,)) gi) g, = (@wt)(gl g,) and thus p is an F[G]-module. Note that dim WoG = (dim W)IG:Hi. In particular, if dim W= 1 then dim,Wm = 1. It is interesting to note that in this case, if W aRmis the linear chwr.&M-+FX, then, W QW aff~&~ the character p defined by ~g)~&o(&wbae ti; G+H/ff' is the tran* map. I.& FP C and,:suppose W @@rds the character y (where dim W is arbitrary). It !is not too difficult to compute the character of Ww and although this& i*ll not be needed hen, we will give a formula for this character which is denoted w m. (See Proposition 9.20 of [ 11.) For g E G, let T, be a setof~atlves for the orbits of (g) in its action on T via . . For c E T, let n(f) denote the size of the (g)-orbit containing t. Then (4.2) One can see from (4.2) that if T is replaced by another set of coset reqmaadfes for 'H in G a is &en a &ff&ent or&ring, then the char~isunchaa~sadthustlalrisomorphism:~~thcmod~eW~ ,ykplads curly on the isomorpliism class of WC@ fa& it is routine TV prove this t.vkat@fa arbitrary fmlds F. ) We wiI4 need the -following character resulti (ii) n W, = K.
Note that by (i) and (ii), each W, a K and hence L a K and (iii) makes sense. Also, since r > 1, it follows from (i) and (ii) that L c Z(K).
If K is the central product of subgroups W, as above, we construct the external direct product $? = x W,. There exists a surjective homomorphism Q: 8+ K defined by u((wi ,..., w,)) = wi en-w,. The following result describing the character theory of central products is fairly standard. Proof: Since W,C,( W,) = K, each 0, is invariant in K and we can write e,, = a,B, for positive integers a,. Statement (a) follows.
Because u maps onto K, there exists u/E I@) with v(x) = 8@(x)) for x E R. Since Z? is a direct product, we can write w = w1 x --. X vr with vi E Irr ( Wi) . Conclusions (b) and (c) will follow when we prove I,U* = Bi.
-L&b,= m;l y,(l). Then f0r'w.E W, we have b4(w) = w(( l,..., w, l,..., 1)) = e(w) = C@,(w) and since dye, 19, E Irr( W,), we can conclude by linear independence that yr = 3, as desired. 8
The following theorem, proved by the technique of tensor induction, is a gener&ation of a familiar fact about representations of wreath products: invariant irreducible representations of the base group are extendible. THEOREM 5.2. Let K be the central product of subgroups W,, 1 Q i Q r, and let U act on K and permute the W, transitioely. Let G = KU be the semidrect product and let 8 E &T(K) be inuariant under U. Let 9, be the irreduciq!e constituent 'of 8,, and assume 8, is extendible to W, H, where H = N,( WI). Thert B is extendible to G.
Proof. IA % and Q be as in the previous discussion. Define an action of Uon{1,2,...,r}byi.u=jif(W,)"=W,.LetUactonRby (y, ,-*-, w,)@ = (WY.,-, ,..., w;."-,).
It is routine to check that .h defines an automorphism of $ and that 0(x") = a(x)" for x E f. Let 6 = l?U, the' semidirect product, and let r: G + G be defined by r(xu) = a(x)u for x E R and u E U. Then r is a homomorphism which extends u and maps G onto G. By Lemma 5.1 suffices to extend 8 to e. Now let W be the natural image of W, in K and let N be its complement, the product of the remaining W,'s. Then H = N,(W) and we have kH = N&V)=NWH and Nn(WH)= 1. 'Note that the subgroup WHS 6 is isomorphic to W, H c G and so viewing f3i E Irr( W), we conclude that 0, is extendible to WH. It follows that there exists v E h-r(&) with Nc ker w and I//~=&.
Let x=t#? We claim that x is the desired extension of 4 to 6.
Let T be a set of right coset represeutatives for H in U 80 that it also represents the,coaets of IfH in 0. For K@ &, Lemma 4.1 yields
M.lSAACS
Because 0 is invariant under U, we have e,.,(w") = O,(w) for w E W, and u E U and hence X((Wl v-*.9 wd = n 4 .t(wl .,I = fi e,h) = 8w,,..., w,)) tET I=1
as desired. 1
The next result concerns a type of central semidirect product. It relates the existence of a character correspondence as in Theorem B with the existence of extensions of characters from normal subgroups. Proof. Since U acts on K, we construct the semidirect product K >a U = I'. Identify K with the corresponding normal subgroup of r and let t be a fixed isomorphism from U to a complement for K in r.
NotethatKL'=KxL'andwecanextend8to~EIrr(KLr)withL'~ ker 8. Now T/L' z G, and 0 extends to G, iff 8 extends to r.
We have a homomorphism 6: r-+ G defined by a(ku') = ku. Then o maps ontoGandweletN=kerasothatN={[-'I'I/EL}.
To prove (a), assume that 0 extends to G, so that 8 extends to x E Irr(T). ket { E Irr(U ] 9) and let r be the corresponding character of r/K so that {(ku') = c(u) for k E K and u E U. By Theorem 6.17 of [9] 6 To sac that n maps onto Irr&?@), let y E'Irr(G 119) bncl view v E Irr(F 1 a) with Nh;kery.
Then r=dfor some <EIrr(U) andthe condition that N c ker w yields that { E Irr(U 1 (p). Thus w lies in the image of x and the proof of (a) is complete.
To prove (b), assume that 4 and 8 err@& to v E Irr(G) and 4 E Irr(U), respectMy. View w E Irr(r) with N E 'ker q and& CE Irr(r/K) correspond to < as before. Note that c( 1) = 1 and let x = I& ' E Irr(T). Then
where the second equality holds since Z-'I' E NE ker w. Thus L' c ker x and x is an extension of 8. Thus, 0 extends to G, as desired. 1
AN EXTENDIBLEC~RACTER
In this section we do most of the work ,toward proving Theorem B by showidg that a certain' character is extendtble. Then 8 is cadardfblc to G.
We mention that the hypotheses easily imply that 8 is invariant in G although this is not explicitly assumed. Tor:eee this, observe that q is invariant in U and in K by (iv) and (v), respectively, and so QI is invariant in G = KU. Now q?(l) ='e*q(l) = e@(l) and [cpx, 8) = [dp,'B'j = e. Thus qK = eB and this character is G-invariant since Q, is. Therefore B is invariant as claimd Before beginning the proof, of Theorem 6.1, we need a few reasonably standard lemmas. We are now ready to begin the proof of Theorem 6.1.
Proof of Theorem 6.1. We work by induction on ] G : L 1 and proceed in a number of steps.
Step 1. We may assume that (p is faithful and that L = Z(K) E Z(G).
Proof:
Since o is invariant in G, we may apply Theorem 3.1 and find a character triple (G*, L*, o*) isomorphic to (G, L, (p) such that L* !z Z(G*) and p* is faithful. For subgroups XC G with L s X, let X* c G* be the corresponding subgroup and for q E Irr(X, (p), let q* E Irr(X*, (p*) be the corresponding character.
We claim that G If we can.prove that t9*kLlMscto G", thenlili)ti$ that 6 mtds to G. It is therefore no loss to sq&w G&pG* t&cm-j G f+L I(.q$G*.: L* 1 ad tlw inductive nature of the proof is not affected.
Since L* E Z(k.T*), what remak+is to observe that L* = Z(K*). This f&lows because where we have used Lemma 6.3. 1
Step 2. We may assume tha\ K/L is a chief factor of G. Step 3. We may assume that C,(K/L) = L. If C > L, the inductive hypothesis yields an extension of 0 to G which is also an extension of 8. We may thus assume C = L. 1
Step 4. We may assume that M/L is elementary abelian. pgrckp as .
Step 6, IU/& is noncyclic. T = L by step 3 and P/L is cyclic. This contradicts step 5. 1
Step 7. There exist subgroups W, E K for 1 < i < r with r > 1 such that: We must now show that there exists a bijection z: Irr(H 1 q) + Irr(G 10) such that e(l) -e{(l) for all t: E Irr(ff 1 q). By Theorem 5.3(a) it suff~cl~ to show that B is extendible to G, = K >a (H/L).
Let fi be the standard copy of H/L in G, and let R and B" be the images ofRandBi&.
Since B = C,(K), we see that KB= K X B and thus 8 and Q can be extended to 8 E Irr(K@ and 4 E Irr(L@ with BE ker 6 and b_c ker 4. Then &r=e$ande2=~K:L~=JK~:L~~.Also,U=L~=LX~anditfollows that #l is extendible to U.
Nexk let M = Lx. Then, M/LH E S and so is solvable and ([M/L& I KB/LB I) = 1. Also CkgILlI(M) = 1 since l&(S) = 1. -We see that the hypotheses of Theorem 6.1 are satisfied in G, with K& LB, 6 and @ in place of K, L, 8 and cp. Thus 0 (and hence 0) is extendible to G,. This completes the proof of Theorem B. a
